
EDITHBURGH – 9 Schnapper Court 

ENTRY is 2pm and EXIT is 11am
You will need to bring your own bedding (sheets, quilts/blankets & pillows/pillowcases) as well as 
towels & bath mat. Mattress protectors & pillow protectors are supplied. 

There are 3 bedrooms accommodating 8 people in total - 2 with Queen beds and 1 with a Single 
bunk over a Double bed. There is also a Single fold up bed available. 

A full functioning kitchen with oven & microwave is provided with all cookware. There is no 
dishwasher at this property however there is a washing machine.  

A baby highchair is provided too. 

The property runs on a septic system so please be mindful of the products you use. 

If you do run short on cleaning products, please advise the ASWF office so we can let the cleaner 
know what is required or alternatively, leave a note for the cleaner when you leave. 

A barbecue is outside under the patio. For all gas bottle replacements please head to Edithburgh 
Motors to do a swap. They will invoice the ASWF direct for the cost. 

As from 1st November 2020 a cleaning fee of $50 will be charged to any member who uses the 
BBQ and does not clean it afterwards. Cleaners will be checking the condition of the BBQ after 
each booking and if further cleaning is required the outgoing member will be invoiced for the cost. 

Please keep all fishing supplies and bait away from the house fridge. A work table and fridge are in 
the shed to keep any fish smells out of the house. 

Dogs are welcome at our properties too. PLEASE BE A RESPONSIBLE PET OWNER AND CLEAN UP 
AFTER YOUR PETS BOTH INSIDE AND OUTSIDE BEFORE YOU LEAVE OR ADDITONAL CLEANING FEES 
WILL BE CHARGED.

Should any household issues arise during your stay, all ASWF Directors have access to the closed 
Facebook ASWF Members Group. If you haven’t already asked to join, please do so as this gives you 
a better chance of being able to reach someone after hours. You’ll find the VISIT GROUP button on 
the ASWF Facebook page. Furthermore, a list of approved contractors can be found at the property. 

Don’t forget to enjoy your stay! 
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